The Relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Beliefs about Language Learning: A Study of Iranian Postgraduate EAP Students
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Abstract
This study explored the probable interaction between Iranian language students’ beliefs about language learning and their socio-economic status. To this end, 350 postgraduate students, doing English courses at Islamic Azad University of Neyshabur participated in this study. They were grouped in terms of their socio-economic status. They answered a questionnaire in which they indicated their beliefs about language learning in different contexts of language use. The quantitative data were subjected to a set of parametric statistical analyses, including descriptive statistics. The findings manifested a positive relationship between the participants’ economic status and their beliefs about language learning. The findings reflected that social factors exert substantial influence on the process of language learning and language teachers should be highly qualified to make professional judgment about the actual language ability of language learners to decrease error of measurement. Language teachers should also create pleasant learning environment fostering learners' positive attitude toward language learning.
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1. Introduction
Beliefs are main basis in the disciplines dealing with human learning and behavior (Ajzen, 1988; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In the educational context, beliefs and attitudes that students bring to the learning areas have been recognized as significant factors in the learning process (Breen, 2001). As an example, foreign/second language learners may have strong beliefs about the nature of the language under study, the process of language acquisition, language learning difficulties, their aptitude, effective use of certain learning strategies along with effective teaching methodologies and their particular learning needs. Identification of these beliefs and their reflection on language learning can enhance pedagogical practices and syllabus design in language courses (Arnold, 1999; Breen, 2001). In fact, successful learners pay serious attention to beliefs about language learning processes, experiences, expectations, and attitudes toward learning (Altan, 2012; Benson, 2001; Cotterall, 1995; Dörnyei, 2005; Horwitz, 2007; Nyikos & Oxford, 1993; Rad, 2010; Sakui & Gaies, 1999). Horwitz (2007) considered learners’ beliefs about foreign language as central principle in each experience dealing with human behavior. Altan (2012) believed that at least some knowledge of English is urgent to make progress in life and work due to providing high social status and job opportunities for individuals. According to Rad (2010) and Dörnyei (2005), beliefs and attitudes of learners about foreign languages are fundamental and in the focus of educational progress. On the other hand, socio-economic status does not only have an influence on final language learning but also it affects learners’ self-related beliefs and motivation to learn (Fan, 2011). Socio-economic factors can have a strong influence on learning. The study of Fonseka (2003) demonstrates the views of learners about what learning is and the roles learners should take in educational areas, which can affect their behavior and learning process. Benson (2007) also believed that economic factors can pave the way for learning and teaching.

According to Parson, Hinson and Sardo-Brown (2001), “Socio-economic Status (SES) is the term used to distinguish between people’s relative position in the society in terms of family income, educational background and occupational prestige”. SES is often described by social classes or groups internationally as defined by Socio-economic classification. These social classes are divided into five categories, such as “upper class”,
“upper middle class”, “middle class”, “lower middle class” and “lower class”. There are some variations in class structure, but most of the time the mentioned five class structure is used. Socio-economic status has exerted a deep impact on language learning motivation and beliefs about learning processes (Mantle-Bromley, 1995). In fact, the seemingly stronger link between motivational factors, learner’s beliefs, and socio-economic status might be due to the highly segregated nature of education and the deep socio-economic division among the investigated learners (Lamb, 2012). Although higher socio-economic learners have different choices to receive a high quality learning process, lower socio-economic learners deal with some difficulties to do so without having enough capital (Dong, 2011; Hannum, Park, & Butler, 2010). Therefore, teachers need to respect their students’ beliefs and perceptions and help them overcome any harmful attitudes, which block their learning process (Carr & Pauwels, 2006; Gayton, 2010; Mantle-Bromley, 1995; Nikitina & Furuoka, 2006). Besides, language teachers should enhance their students’ awareness of their strengths and weaknesses as well as their strategic knowledge to facilitate their learning process (Mantle-Bromley, 1995; Peacock, 2001).

2. Review of the Related Literature

The idea that students’ beliefs about foreign language learning have an influence on their success or failure in achieving competence in a foreign language is well documented (Horwitz, 1988; Jernigan, 2001; Kern, 1995; Miele, 1982; Rifkin, 2000; Stevens, 1978). The major findings of the above-mentioned studies indicate that individuals’ positive or negative beliefs and perceptions about foreign language learning have a similarly positive or negative effect on their success. Mantle-Bromley (1995), for example, argued that positive beliefs about foreign language learning in relation to a positive learning environment such as trust-building between teachers and students can facilitate foreign language learning. Horwitz (1987) argued that students’ beliefs about foreign language learning affect the types of learning strategies that these students choose. Besides, he contended that teachers cannot afford to ignore their students’ beliefs if they wish to implement teaching methods that are efficient and well-received. Students’ beliefs, like students’ perception, have been commonly associated with beliefs of their own learning situation such as socio-economic status. Majoribanks (1996) explained the importance of SES not only in students’ life but also in their learning environments. In studying the impact of various factors on students’ learning, he concluded that the determining factor is SES. Socio-economic status is an important variable, which may affect first language and second language learning. Since Coleman’s (1966) landmark study on Equality of Educational Opportunity, socio-economic status has been considered as a strong predictor of students’ learning. Coleman asserted that the influence of students’ background was greater than anything that goes on within learning. As such, socio-economic status as a main component is tied with students’ beliefs. That is, students can focus on more external targets. Barcelos and Kalaja (2003) suggested that beliefs comprise “students’ opinions and ideas about the task of learning a second or foreign language” (Barcelos & Kalaja, 2003).

Although the literature has addressed the need to link socioeconomic factors with foreign language learning (e.g., Babikkoi & Binti Abdul Razak, 2014; Demmert, 1993; Kormose & Kiddle, 2013; Pennycook, 1994; Stevens, 1978; Turner, 1974), much of the research to date has focused on the case studies that highlight individual social circumstances in foreign language learning mainly in beginning classroom contexts (Graham & Brown, 1996; Martin, 1990; Norton & Toohey, 2001).

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to gain a better understanding of the factors that enhance or weaken language learning processes. Language learners’ beliefs are serious components that constitute part of a large whole, called socio economic status. In fact, socio economic status and language learners’ beliefs can have a mutual relationship, in which one thing affects another. More specifically, the research question is formulated as the following:

Is there any significant relationship between language learners’ beliefs about language learning and their socio-economic status?

To probe the research questions, the method as well as findings is discussed in the following sections.

3. Methodology

3.1 Participants

The participants for this study were 350 Iranian postgraduate students of Management, doing English courses at Islamic Azad University in Neyshabur. Table 3.1 displays the descriptive statistics on background variables for the students whose questionnaires were used for analysis. As can be seen in Table 3.1, 54% of the sample was males and 46% was females. In general, students ranged in age from 24 to 45. But 13.42% were under 24, 66.85% were young adults (24-35), and 19.73% were mature adult (35-45). The participants studied in six different interrelated sub-disciplines of management, including Insurance Management, Tourism Management, International Management, Financial Management, Marketing Management, and Internal Business Management.
Participants were distributed across five social and economic groups.

Table 1. Frequency and percentage of the background information for the postgraduate participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>41.72%</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 24</td>
<td>13.42%</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-35</td>
<td>66.85%</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-45</td>
<td>19.73%</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance Management</td>
<td>16.86%</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism Management</td>
<td>19.14%</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Management</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Management</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Management</td>
<td>16.28%</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Business Management</td>
<td>17.72%</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Economic Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Class</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Middle Class</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Class</td>
<td>30.86%</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Middle Class</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Class</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>24.85%</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>75.15%</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table indicates that students ranged in age from 24 to 45. But 13.42% were under 24, 66.85% were young adults (24-35), and 19.73% were mature adult (35-45). In general, 54% of the sample was males, and 46% was females. The participants were categorized in six sub-disciplines of management, including Insurance Management (16.86%), Tourism Management (19.14%), International Management (12), Financial Management (18%), Marketing Management (16.28%), and Internal Business Management (12%). They were distributed across upper class (7.14%), upper middle class (20%), middle class (30.86), lower middle class (30%), and lower class (12%). Occupational categories show that 24.85% of the students were unemployed and 75.15% were employed.

3.2 Instruments

The instrument was developed in two stages. In the first stage, many items were derived from existing instruments such as the Belief Inventory, developed by Horwitz (BALLI, 1988). In the second stage, in order to elicit some particular information about the participants’ social and economic data, a Socio-economic Status (SES) Questionnaire was used. In fact, it was constructed and reviewed by different experts of Psychology, Sociology and Languages, who gave their feedback on the content.

3.2.1 The Beliefs about Language Learning Inventory (BALLI)

The questionnaire that was derived from Horwitz’ (1987) 35-item Beliefs about Language Learning Inventory (BALLI) was utilized in this study. The questionnaire is a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) options containing 33 items. The participants had to rate the statements on their beliefs about language learning. Beliefs about Language Learning Inventory (BALLI) explores five logical areas, i.e., beliefs dealing with foreign language aptitude (items 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 16, 19, 30, 33, 35) learning and
communication strategies (item 9, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 26), the nature of language learning (items 8, 12, 17, 23, 27, 28), difficulty involved in learning (items 3, 4, 15, 25, 34) and motivations and expectations (items 20, 24, 29, 31, 32). To remove probable ambiguities, the BALLI questionnaire was translated into Persian, the participants' mother tongue. Before the actual administrations, the BALLI and SES questionnaire were checked by some professors on language, who gave useful feedback on the content of the questionnaire as well as the clarity of the items. Then, BALLI piloted on a sample of about 25 students, whose feedback improved the items.

3.2.2 SES Questionnaire

“Socio-economic Status (SES) Scale Questionnaire” was used to identify the Socio-economic Status (SES) of the sampled students. It was reviewed by different experts of languages, who gave their feedback on the content. In the light of the experts’ opinions, the instruments were finalized. It piloted on a sample of about 25 students to improve the items. The reliability analysis showed an overall Alpha Cronbach’s value of .850.

3.3 Procedure

The data was provided by 350 postgraduate students, doing English courses at Islamic Azad University of Neyshabur. They answered two questionnaires, in which they measured learners’ beliefs about language learning and their socio-economics statuses.

3.4 Data Analysis

The statistical procedures used in the study were Cronbach alpha formula, principal component analysis, and descriptive statistics.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1 Latent Variables Explored by the BALLI

In order to enhance the reliability of the results, a principal component analysis of the data was carried out. Table 2 summarizes the results of the principal component analysis of the data gathered in this study as well as Horwitz’s (1987) separation of items under her five themes.

4.1.1 Foreign Language Aptitude

According to Horwitz’s (1987) grouping of inventory items, eleven separate variables (items 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 16, 19, 30, 33, 35) were linked to the theme of foreign language aptitude.

4.1.2 Difficulty of Language Learning

Originally, five items (Items 3, 4, 15, 26, 35) were listed under the theme of difficulty of language learning.

4.1.3 Nature of Language Learning

The third component is a collection of variables (items 8, 12, 17, 23, 27, 28) initially listed under the theme of nature of language learning.

4.1.4 Learning and Communication Strategies

Horwitz’s (1987) learning and communication strategies theme consisted of eight items (items 9, 13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, and 26).

4.1.5 Motivation and Expectations

The five original items in the theme of motivation and expectations (items 20, 24, 29, 31, 32) were supplemented by an item inquiring about respondents’ hopes of making friends with non-native English. The motivation component consisted of the items dealing with both integrative and instrumental motivation (Dörnyei, 1990; Kormos & Csizér, 2008). Table 2 indicates the questionnaire items as well as factor analysis loadings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beliefs</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. It is easier for children than adults to learn a foreign language</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Some people have a special ability for learning foreign languages.</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I believe that I will learn to speak English very well</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. People from my country are good at learning foreign languages.</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. It is easier for someone who already speaks a foreign language to learn another one.</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. People who speak more than one language are very intelligent</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
33. Everyone can learn to speak a foreign language. 0.55
35. Language learning involves a lot of memorization. 0.49
11. People who are good at mathematics or science are not good at learning foreign languages. 0.49
16. I have a special ability for learning foreign languages
19. Women are better than men at learning foreign languages. 0.47

Factor 2: difficulty of language learning (Cronbach’s alpha = .86)

3. Some languages are easier to learn than others. 0.62
4. English is a difficult/easy language. 0.60
15. If someone spent one hour a day learning a language, how long would it take them to speak the language very well? 0.60
25. It is easier to speak than understand a foreign language. 0.59
34. It is easier to read and write English than to speak and understand it. 0.58

Factor 3: Nature of language learning (Cronbach’s alpha = .84)

8. It is important to know about English-speaking cultures in order to speak English 0.65
12. It is best to learn English in an English-speaking country. 0.63
17. The most important part of learning a foreign language is learning vocabulary words 0.59
23. The most important part of learning a foreign language is learning the grammar 0.57
27. Learning a foreign language is different than learning other academic subjects. 0.56
28. The most important part of learning English is learning how to translate from my native language to English or from English to my native language. 0.55

Factor 4: Learning and communication strategies (Cronbach’s alpha = .90)

18. It is important to repeat and practice a lot. 0.77
7. It is important to speak English with an excellent pronunciation. 0.76
13. I enjoy practicing English with the native English speakers I meet. 0.75
22. If beginning students are permitted to make errors in English, it will be difficult for them to speak correctly later on. 0.74
26. It is important to practice with cassettes or tapes. 0.70
14. It is o.k. to guess if you don’t know a word in English. 0.64
9. You shouldn’t say anything in English until you can say it correctly. 0.62
21. I feel timid speaking English with other people 0.59

Factor 5 : Motivation and expectations (Cronbach’s alpha = .87)

20. People in my country feel that it is important to speak English. 0.67
24. I would like to learn English so that I can get to know native English speakers better and their cultures. 0.62
29. If I learn English very well, I will have better opportunities for a good job 0.61
31. I want to learn to speak English well. 0.59
32. I would like to have friends who speak English as a native language. 0.59

The factor, labeled foreign language aptitude, consists of 11 items and reflects students’ beliefs about language
aptitude. Items 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, and 33 deal with the language learning attitude of students’ belief, ability, practice, and age. As well, items 35, 11, 16, and 19 deal with disagreement about abilities at learning foreign languages.

The second factor, labeled difficulty of language learning, consists of 5 items and represents students’ beliefs related to the simplicity level or difficulty of language learning. The third factor, labeled nature of language learning, comprises 6 items and reflects students’ attitudes about nature of language learning dealing with the importance of English-speaking cultures and translation. Items of 8, 12, and 28 focus on knowing the culture and forbidding first language translation. The forth factor, labeled learning and communication strategies, comprises 8 items and reflects students’ beliefs about practicing English language. The items under communication strategies factor emphasize rehearsals and errors. The fifth factor, labeled motivation and expectations, comprises 5 items and reflects attitudes about better opportunities.

4.2 Socio-Economic Status Score

All the variables were scored and the obtained scores were used to clarify different classes. The maximum scores obtained on SES questionnaire by the students were 51, and the minimum score was 5. Table 3 presents the findings.

Table 3. The relationship between socio-economic status and unemployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Socio-economic Class</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Unemployed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper Class</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Middle Class</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.85%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Class</td>
<td>30.86%</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Middle Class</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Class</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>71.42%</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that 25 students belong to upper class, 70 students are from upper middle class, 108 students are from middle class, 108 students belong to lower middle class, and 42 are from lower class. Thus, the very majority of the students belong to middle class and lower middle class. What is clear about the findings is that 24 percent of unemployed students belong to the lower classes.

4.3 Socio-Economic Status and BALLI

The issue of socioeconomic status and its relationship to students’ beliefs about language learning is interesting to gain a better understanding of the factors that promote or hinder students’ motivation, beliefs, and progress. Table 4 shows the relationship between the participants’ socio-economic class and their beliefs about language learning.

Table 4. Relationship between the participants’ socio-economic class and their beliefs about language learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Upper Class</th>
<th>Upper Class</th>
<th>Middle Class</th>
<th>Middle Class</th>
<th>Lower Class</th>
<th>Lower Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Language Aptitude</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of Language Learning</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of Language Learning</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and Communication Strategies</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and expectations</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 indicates the positions of participants and their beliefs about language learning. The findings in this table shows that all classes paid more attention to factor 4 (learning and communication strategies) and less attention is paid to factor 1 (foreign language aptitude). Factor 2 (difficulty of language learning) and factor 3 (Nature of language learning) deal with problems these classes believe they have about the nature and difficulty of language learning. These factors contain items reflecting students’ belief about context, culture, and difficulty of
language learning. Factor 5 (motivation and expectations) is the second component that is chosen by all classes.

4.4 Relationship between Socioeconomic Status and Beliefs about Language Learning

The research question scrutinizes the relationship between socio-economic status and beliefs about language learning. To answer this question, socio-economic status of the students compared with their beliefs about language learning, as shown in Table 4, was examined. The table shows that all classes paid more attention to factor four (learning and communication strategies) and less attention to factor one (foreign language aptitude). Students who belong to different status classes in the context are similar in their beliefs about language learning. The view of beliefs is supported by the fact that these results are obtained from different socio-economic classes. This emphasis on beliefs is notable suggesting that there is room for further research in this particular orientation. The findings reflected that students’ beliefs and perceptions related to the process of language learning have been connected to their socio-economic status as well. Thus, the findings of this study are in line with previous studies in that socio-economic can create differential treatment with learners on the basis of their economy (Ogunshola & Adewale, 2012; Rothman, 2003).

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between socio-economic status of Iranian postgraduate students and their language learning beliefs. In fact, understanding language learners, their needs, and challenges may lead to learning success. Based on the findings of this study, factors that promote foreign language learning are twofold: socio-economic status and a genuine interest and belief in learning a foreign language. Factors that discourage foreign language learners from effective learning are probably related to debilitating beliefs, which are concerned with social and economic statuses as well as language learning interests and motivation. Hence, it is important for language teachers to generate positive attitudes in their students toward language learning regardless of probable intervening debilitating factors. Among the wide variety of factors that influence foreign language learners’ beliefs, this study explored the effect of socio-economic status of learners on their language learning beliefs. The findings demonstrated that socio-economic status can have significant effects on learners’ beliefs toward language learning. Socio-economic status can encourage or discourage learners. The findings have some implications for language teachers in that they help language learners adapt to the difficulties and improve their situations. The main message is that teachers become aware of learners’ tribulations regarding learning based on their different social levels. Responsible teachers are aware that their behaviors have a deep impression on language learners because their students trust them implicitly. One way to attract all learners is to diagnose learners’ interest and belief in learning a foreign language. Awareness of learners’ interests makes teachers analyze them in a new light. In general, the findings of the present study help language teachers to pay serious attention to psychosocial dimensions of language learners’ beliefs about language learning and their socio-economic status. Understanding and recognizing learners’ social status, their priorities, and existing conditions enable teachers to create better supportive learning environment and to provide necessary educational facilities for effective learning.
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